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Cornerstone: Shareholder M&A class action industry 'stabilizing' after Trulia

(Reuters) - It apparently takes more than the judicial equivalent of an earthquake to shut down shareholders' lawyers. Two
years after Delaware Chancery Court effectively said in In re Trulia (129 A.3d 884) that it would no longer sign off on fees
for plaintiffs' lawyers whose M&A class action settlements resulted only in additional proxy disclosures, shareholders' lawyers
are back to filing challenges to more than 80% of M&A deals of more than $100 million, according to a new report from
Cornerstone Research on shareholder M&A litigation in 2018.

Yes, the numbers are still lower than pre-Trulia rate, which averaged 90% between 2009 and 2015. But 2018 M&A class action
filings, Cornerstone said, reflect post-Trulia stabilization. In 2016, as shareholders' lawyers were absorbing the tremors from
Chancery Court, they filed shareholder class action challenges to only 71% of announced M&A deals. With 2018 filing rates
matching 2017's average, it looks like shareholders' lawyers are back to their old tricks.

There have been some lasting effects from Chancery's crackdown, according to Cornerstone. After Trulia, plaintiffs' lawyers
made a drastic switch from state court to federal court. Cornerstone's new report found that 92% of M&A shareholder class
actions in 2018 were filed in federal court. That's down slightly from the 96% in 2017 – but before Trulia, only 26% of
shareholder M&A challenges were filed in federal court. Shareholders' lawyers, as I've previously reported, dodged a bullet
last April when the U.S. Supreme Court dismissed a case, Emulex v. Varjabedian that could have barred private suits alleging
violations for tender offer disclosures.

The other continuing trend, based on Cornerstone's data, is the resolution of these cases. Before Trulia, lots of cases were settled
as class actions. Both sides benefited: Defendants got global releases; plaintiffs' lawyers got fees. But as Delaware judges began
questioning the benefit to shareholders from disclosure-only settlements, plaintiffs' lawyers began voluntarily dismissing cases
en masse. In many instance, the dismissals came after defendants added proxy disclosure and agreed to pay a mootness fee to
shareholders' counsel. In 2018, according to Cornerstone, plaintiffs' lawyers voluntarily dismissed 70% of the M&A shareholder
challenges they filed. They settled only 8% - a significant flip from 2015's pre-Trulia rates, when 45% of M&A challenges
ended in settlement and 30% were voluntarily dismissed.

As you probably recall, mootness fees for proxy disclosures have been questioned by a handful of federal judges, including U.S.
District Judge Thomas Durkin of Chicago, who invoked his equitable powers to order the return of a mootness fee that Akorn
paid to shareholders' lawyers who dismissed an M&A shareholder class action against the company (2018 WL 4579781). That
ruling is on appeal to the 7th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals, but last month, U.S. District Judge Richard Andrews of Wilmington
took a similarly dim view of mootness fees for dismissed M&A shareholder suits, denying a request for attorneys' fees in Scott
v. DST Systems (2019 WL 3997097).

The Cornerstone report analyzes 2018 filings, but it's worth wondering whether Judge Andrews' opinion in the DST Systems
case will change one of the trends Cornerstone spotted. Filings in federal trial courts in the 3rd Circuit, which includes Delaware
more than doubled between 2017 and 2018, from 34 to 79, making the 3rd Circuit the busiest federal jurisdiction for M&A
class actions. Will that lead hold up after Judge Andrews' fee decision?
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Plaintiffs' lawyers who litigate M&A challenges will tell you that they're an important check on corporations that might otherwise
mislead shareholders about their deals. Cornerstone's study shows these lawyers still believe it's worth their time and effort to
police M&A disclosures.

(Reporting by Alison Frankel)
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